
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blog: Sewer Line Repair in Covington Isn't as Stinky as It Sounds 

Your Checklist for Sewer Line Repair in Covington  

 

Sewer line issues can put a damper on your routine. Not only could you be looking at slow-moving drains, 

backed up tubs and showers, and non-flushing toilets, but it could become a hazard. If you get sewage 

backed up into your home or yard, or any of the liquid or chemicals in the pipes seeps into your yard, that’s 

big trouble.  

If you ever have a sewer line problem, the only action to take is to call in a professional plumber. In the 

meantime, there are a few things you can do to prevent sewer line issues that require repair. Take a look at 

this list of easy DIY steps:    

• Watch your trees, bushes, other plants that are near your sewer line. Do you know where your 
sewer line is? In most cases, it’s going to be in front of your house where it can connect with the city 
lines that run under your street. It can be tempting to plant big trees in the middle of your front lawn 
but beware the root system. One of the most common causes of clogged sewer lines are the roots 
from trees and bushes that can work their way into your pipes.  
 

• Avoid flushing items that won’t disintegrate. If you start to toss things into your toilet for 
convenience sake, stop right there. Anything that won’t disintegrate has the potential to lead to costly 
pipe repair. Just because it flushes doesn’t mean it should flush. To prevent sewer line issues, make 
sure you keep to toilet paper and waste when it comes to your toilet. 

 

• Use an enzyme drain cleaner. While commercial drain cleaners can cause corrosion to your pipes 
and sewer line, a natural enzyme cleaner can clear drains without concern of damage.  

 

• Maintenance is your friend when it comes to your pipes. Everyone knows it’s important to tune up 
your car, and most people know how beneficial it is to have your heating and air conditioning system 
serviced regularly, but what about your sewer line? It might never have occurred to you, but 
maintenance is the best way to prevent issues. An annual rooter cleaning can clear debris from the 
line and check for any issues in the pipe including cracks, leaks, breaks in the seams, and negative 
slopes. Once-a-year maintenance can catch issues before they require expensive repairs and clear 
clogs before they become backups.  

 


